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M a t h . Slovaca, 50 (2000) , No. 5, 581-598 siovtk Ac^deSfy o? Sciences 
EXPLICIT DIGITAL INVERSIVE 
PSEUDORANDOM NUMBERS 
MORDECHAY B . LEVIN 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec ) 
A B S T R A C T . A new algorithm, the explicit digital inversive method, for gener­
ating uniform pseudorandom numbers is introduced. This method can be viewed 
as an analog of the explicit inversive method and as a variant of digital inversive 
method for pseudorandom number generation. We study, in particular, the statis­
tical independence properties of pseudorandom sequence generated over part of a 
period. T h e method of the proof rests on the classical Weil bound for exponentia l 
sums. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Several nonlinear methods for generating uniform pseudorandom numbers 
in the interval [0,1) have been proposed in the literature. Reviews and the 
bibliography of the development of this area can be found in [DrTi], [Ei], [HeLa], 
[LEq], [Nil], [Ni2], [NHLZ], and [Te]. In this paper we propose an explicit variant 
of the digital inversive method of Eichenauer-Herrmann and Niederreiter [EiNi]. 
First a detailed description of this method is given. 
1.2. Let p be a prime, and put q = pk for some integer k > 1. Denote by F 
the finite field with q elements, and by F* = F \ {0} the multiplicative group 
of nonzero elements of F . Identify the set Z = {0 ,1, . . . ,p — 1} of integers 
with a finite field F = Z/pZ with p elements. For 7 G F* let 7 = 7""1 G F* be 
the multiplicative inverse of 7 in F and define 0 = 0. For initial value K0 G F 
and parameters a G F* and (3 G F an inversive sequence (^n)n>0 of elements 
of F is defined by the recursion 
к, n+l = aRn + ß, n > 0 . (1) 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 65C10; Secondary 11K45. 
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In the following the finite field Fq is viewed as a k-dimensional vector space 
over TL . Let (/j^,...,/?,.) be a basis of Fq over F , ( c j p . . . , ^ ) the dual basis 
of (/31,...,/?A.) (see [LN; Definition 2.30]), and Tr denotes the trace function 
from F to F . 
q p 
For n = 0 , 1 , . . . ' e t c n = ( c n l , . . . , c k) be the coordinate vector of 7 n £ Fg 
relative to (/?-_,...,/?fc). As in [LN; p. 58] 
c„,i = T T C ^ K J , n = 0 , l , . . . , z = l , . . . , f c . (2) 
Now a sequence (yn)n>o of digital inversive pseudorandom numbers in the in-
terval [0,1) is defined by 
»» = E % £ . n = 0 . 1 , . . . . (3) 
t = l ^ 
1.3. Every integer n > 0 has a unique digit expansion 
n = Y_]aj(n)PJ (4) 
j>0 
in base p, where a-(ra) G {0, l , . . . , p - 1} for all j > 0 and ^ ( n ) = 0 for 
all sufficiently large j . For initial value 70 G Fq and parameters a G Fg* and 
/3 G F , a sequence ( £ n ) n > 0 of explicit digital inversive pseudorandom numbers 
in the interval [0,1) is defined by 
k x fe-i 
xn = E "Tr ' xn,* = Tr(^(a7n+/?)) and 7 n = £ ^i^W+^o • 
i=i ^ i=o 
(5) 
Obviously, a sequence ( x n ) n > 0 is purely periodic with period length equal to q. 
1.4. Equidistribution, as well as statistical independence properties of uniform 
pseudorandom numbers in the interval [0,1) can be analyzed by the discrepancy 
of certain point sets in [0, l ) 5 with s > 1. For N arbitrary points t 0 , . . . , tN_x G 
[0, l ) s with s > 1, their star discrepancy is defined by 
D * ( ( t X T o ) = sup ^ # { n G [ 0 ) A 0 | t n e v } - 7 l . . . 7 s 
In accord with [EiNi; Theorem 1] 
D*((yn,...,yn+s_X-Jo)=0(p-
k/2k°) 
for digital inversive method. 
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But using this method we obtain a discrepancy estimate over part of the period 
D* ((xn,..., z n + , _ X = o ) = 0(N-
lpk/*k°+>) , N = l,2,.... 




for part of the period of the digital inversive method and the explicit digital 
inversive method. 
2. A u x i l i a r y r e s u l t s 
First, some further notation is necessary. C(l) = Zfl (—//2,//2]. For real u, 
the abbreviation e[u) = e27rv /~ lu is used. 
Define 
f qsm(n\h\/q) for h G C(q), h ? 0 , 
r ( M ) = l l tefc = 0. (6) 
Subsequently, five known results are stated, which follow from [Ko; Lemma 2], 
[Nil; Lemma 2.3], [Ko; p. 13], and [Ni2; p. 35], [Ni2; Theorem 3.12, Lemma 3.13], 
and [LN; p. 188-190] respectively. 
LEMMA 2 .1 . Let 
1 if a = 0 mod p, 
0 P W = | 
Then 
v y 0 otherwise. 
i p 
őp(aï = ñY2 <an/p). 
p - i 
LEMMA 2.2. Let q > 2 be an integer. Then 
У2 ^ - <-log? + ^ . 
-—' r(/г,o) тt 5 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let T >N > 1 be integers. Then 
n=0 heC(T) v y n=o 
P r o o f . According to [Ni2; p. 35], 1/F £ e(nh/T) < r"1 (/i, T). Now 
1 ne[o,/v-i] 
repeating the proof of [Ko; p. 13] we obtain the assertion of Lemma 2.3. • 
Let b > 2 be integer, 
wn = ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) G [ 0 , l )
s for n = 0 , l , . . . , / V - l , 
where for an integer mx > 1, we have 
mi 
™{n =^wn]jb~j f o r 0 < n < / V - l , t = l , . . . , s , (7) 
i = i 
with w^. G {0, . . . , b - 1} for 0 < n < N - 1, 1 < i < 5, 1 < j < mx. 
Let C(b)5Xmibe the set of all s x mx matrices with entries in C(b), H = 
(h{j) e C(byx^. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let s,ml>l and b > 2 be integers. If ((wn)^
r~0
1) is the point 
set (7), then 
^((wj&í) 
1 i V _ i / * ™1 v 
< i - ( i - r - r + E wbtmi(H) ^ E 4 | E E ^ - S ) 
HeC(M3Xmi n = 0 Í=I j=i ' н c ьy 
HфO 
N-ì 





Remark. Let x„ = (zn>1, • • • ,*.,,,), {x„}fe = ({-:„,.}*,..,, {xns} k), {xni}k = 
[6feK,i}]l6fc, »' e [M» fc > 1, n > 0; v = [0,7l) x ••• x [0,7J; V = 
n [o, {7i}*]. 
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It is easy to see, that 
l / A T # { 0 < n < i V - l | { x n } € t ; } - 7 i " - 7 . 
< l / i V # { 0 < n < i V - l | { X n } f c et ;}-7i -"7 , 
<^((K} f c)::o) 
and 
l/N#{0<n<N-l\ { x n }Єü}-7 г . . .7 . 
> l / 7 V # { 0 < n < Л Г - l | {x n } f c €« '}-7 i -"7 в 
>-^((к}X:o)-|Пг-Пьь 
1 І = l 7 = 1 
Hence 
S 3 
c ' ( w a -^((KJXJO1) < SUP ir*-nw-
X 7 7 i , . . . , 7 a € [ 0 , l ) l i = 1 i = 1 
/ 1 \ s S 
This yields 
D-{M^)<^+jy{{Mk)^)-
Now from Lemma 2.4 we obtain for all m G [ l . m j that 
Hec(b)3Xm 
H^O 
IV —1 / s m 
^((wnЄ) <2-/y» + £ ww-o JÍ £ Ҷ i E E V ö ) 
ïClЪYXm n=0 ^ i=l j=l 
Applying Lemma 2.3 we have: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let 1 < IV < T, \<m<ml. Then 
D* ((wX-To1) < 2s/V» + jrDTiJwn), 
where 
Dт,mЫ = тY, £ ^ ( I I ) Г /-• <-- r(/г,g) 
tfЄCW**" fcЄC(í) v '*' 
Г-l , з m i —i / s m i \ 
E<lEE"«»S + r) 
n=0 v i = l j = l ' 
Let 
x(7)-=e(^Tr(7)) for 7 € Fq 
define a nontrivial additive character \ o v e r F„ • 
(8) 
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L E M M A 2.5. Let p e F 
я> 
1 ifP = 0, 
Then 
6{P) = { 
\ 0 otherwise. 
m = -Tx(ap). 
q aeFq 
The following lemma is a convenient form of the Bombieri-Weil bound of 
exponential sums (see [Mo; Theorem 2]). 
We denote by F the algebraic closure of the field F and by Fq(x) the field 
of rational functions over F . 
LEMMA 2.6. Let Q/R be a rational function over Fq which is not of the form 
Ap-A with A € F (x). Let s be the number of the distinct root of the polynomial 
R in F . Then we have 
£ x ( | | ^ ) | < (max(deg(g),deg( JR))+S*-2)g
1/2 + A, 
R(7)7^0 
where s* = s and A = 1 if deg(Q) < deg(R), and s* = s + 1 and A = 0 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 1 < d < q; 77, 0V ..., 0d <E Fq. Then 
\s(6)\<d(2ql'2 + i) with s(e)=YJx(j^*^Ve~i + r]1Y 
ieFq ^i=i ' 
where 9{ ^ 9- for i 7̂  j , and ax,..., ad are not all zero. 
P r o o f . The case 77 ^ 0 see [Ni3; p. 205]. Let rj = 0. We follow [Ni4; p. 164]. 
Clearly 
\S(6)\<d + S <Ш) 7ЄF 
Я( 7)#0 
where Q/R is the rational function over F given by 
M'i^r, with «*>-n<*+*<»-
We claim that Q/R is not of the form Ap—A with a rational function A € F (x), 
because if we had Q/R = (K/L)p - L</L with polynomials K, L over Fp and 
gcd(I\~,F) = 1, then 
LpQ = ( I ^ - 1 - Lp~l)KR. (9) 
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From gcd(if, L) = 1 it follows that Lp divides i l , but since R has only simple 
roots, this divisibility relation can only hold if L is a nonzero constant poly-
nomial. Since at least one ai is nonzero, the uniqueness of the partial fraction 
decomposition for rational functions implies that Q ^ 0. Then a comparison of 
degrees in (9) yields deg(Q) > deg(iZ) and this contradiction proves the claim. 
Thus we can apply Lemma 2.6. • 
For reals un, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , and V = 0 we pose, as usual, JZ
 un = ® • 
nev 
Let ra, d, rx > 1 be integers with p
r i _ 1 < d < pri < pm, dx = p
Tl - d - 1. 
Put 
^ , m ( r i - l ) = { 0 , l , . . . , d j , 
\m(r) = {"£ -°>P r+1) I n = l + (p-l)'Zpi+vpr 
K n < t < r 
with u G [ 0 , p - 2 ] , lefa + iy1 - 1 ] } , r G ^ m - l ] , 
^ » = (^[0/)|n-:IT(p>l) £ p«, Z€[d1 + l , p
r i - l ] } . 
k r_<i<m } 
(10) 
It is easy to see that 
n1+i < p
r + 1 for i G [1, d\, nx G -4d m ( r ) with r G [rx - 1, m — 1]; 
# V M = d> # V ( m -1) = (P - i)d- (ii) 
LEMMA 2.8 . Ze* m,d,rx > 1 be integers, p*"-"
1 < d < pri < pm~l. Then we 
have a decomposition of the interval [0,pm) in the following union of disjunct 
subsets: 
[0,Pm)\{Ad<m(m)LlAdim(m-l)) 
m - 2 
= U [J {ne[0,pm)\ n^n1+vr+1p
r+1+--- + vm_lP
m-1, 
r = r i - l nxeAj^ir) 
t>r+i>--->um-i ezp}. 
P r o o f . It is easy to verify that 
[0 ) P
m ) = G 1 U G 2 u G 3 U G 4 , (12) 
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where 
Gx = {n G [0,p
m) | n = Z (mod p r i ) , lelO.d,.]}, 
G2 =
 Ad,m(m) = {n € [0,Pm) | n = / (mod p " ) , / € ft + l ,p r i - 1] 
and n = . + ( p - l ) £ p ' } , 
G3 = 4 . , ->»- - ) 
= {n e [0,pm) I n = / (mod p r i ) , / G ft + l ,p r i - 1] and 
n = 1 + 0 - 1 ) £ Pi + vpm~1 , « € [ 0 , p - 2 ] } , 
r-.<i<m—1 
GA = {n G [0,p
m) | n = / (mod p r i ) , / € ft + l : p " - 1] and 
(3r G [rvm- 2]) (n = / + (p - 1) £ p< + up
r (modp r + 1) 
^ r i < z < r 
& T ; € [ 0 , P - 2 ] ) } 
for rx < m — 2, and G4 = 0 for rx = m — 1. 
Using (10), we obtain 
Gx = {ne [0,p
m) | n = J + ^ P r i + • • • + vm_xp™'
1 
with / G [0, d j . and vi eZp: i = r x , . . . , m — 1} 
U {» e [°'Pm) I » = ni + ^ r iP
r ' + • • • + «m-lPm_1 > 
n i G A d , m ( r i - l ) 
and ^ € Z p , 2; = r x , . . . ,m - l} , 
and for r1 < m2 
G 4 = U
G 4 , r , (13) 
rG[ri,m—2] 
where 
Gitr = {n G [0,p
m) I n = / + 0 - 1) EP* + «Pr +« r + 1P
r + 1+ • • • + ^ - i P m _ 1 > 
^ r i < i < r 
with / G K + l,Pri - 1], v G [0,p - 2], and v. G Z p , 
z = r + 1, . . . ,m — 1} 
= U {" e [°'Pm) I » = "i + V,-iP r+1 + • • • + f-n-iP'"-1 > 
niGAd,m(r) 
where v; G Z . ?' = r + 1 , . . . , m — L} . 
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Now from (12) and (13) we obtain the assertion of the lemma. • 
LEMMA 2.9. Let I < s <q — pk, aQ,a1,.. .,as € Fq, (ax,... ,as) ^ 0, 
S(a)=Ec(i^(EaiVS + Q o 7 „ ) ) -
n=0 \ F ^i=\ ' ' 
Then 
\S(a)\<ps2k(2pk'2 + l). 
P r o o f . It is easy to see, that the assertion of the lemma is trivial for 
fc G [1,2], and for fc > 3 with s > pk~2 > p^" 1 ) / 2 . 
Now let fc > 3 and s G [l,pfc~2). 
This yields that rx = [logp s] + 1 < fc - 2. 
Using (5), (11), and Lemma 2.8 we have, for nx e As k(r), r G [r{ - 1, fc - 2], 
and n = nx + ^
 viPl t-1^ 
r+l<i<fc 
7n+f = 7„1 + i + Yl
 v3^3+1' t = 1 , . . . , a . (14) 
r + l<j<k 
From (11) and Lemma 2.8 we obtain that 
k-2 
\S(a)\<ps+ Y. E W r ' n i ) l (15) 
r = r 1 - l ni€Aa f fc(r) 
with 
a(r,n1)= £ e ( ± T v ( ^ a i ( 7 n i + i + vr+1/3r+2 + • • • + vk_1/3k) 
+«o(7 n i + E V i + i ) ) ) ' 




^ = ]Cvw 
According to [LN; p. 58], 
V i = % i ) . j = l , . . . , fc, (17) 
where ( w l r . .,«;*) be the dual basis of (f31,... ,pk). 
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From (16)-(17) we deduce that 
°(rin1)= E e ( ^ T r ( ±a{{lni+i + r,) + a 0 ( 7 n i + r,)))W*P(^(^)) • 
r]£Fq
 KP V i = l / 7 j - = l 
Applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain, that 
P fci,...,/ir+iGCp 77EFg
 VP v t = l J = l 
This yields 
K ^ ^ J I < 
< - ^ T E E x ( E ^ 7 n i + i + ̂  + « o 7 n i + ^ ( ^ o + E i ^ j ) ) • 
P ^ /n, . . . , / i r + 1eCp ryGFg
 V i = l V .7 = 1 
Hence 
Г + 1 
k í ^ n j l < max 
OCQ,ß0ЄFq 
S X ( Ê "i7„1+i + " + «o
7? +/^o ) 
r;6F, V t=l 
By (5), 7„1 + i r
4 7„1 + j for i ? j , and nx € Ask{r) (r € [rx - l,fc - 2], 
i, j = 1 , . . . , s). From Lemma 2.7 we obtain that 
|a(r ,n1) |<5(2g
1!2 + l ) . (18) 
Let sx = p
ri - s - 1. From (10) and (11), we have for r € [rx, /c - 2] 
5 l + l < p s - 5 , # A s f c ( r 1 - l ) = s1 + l < p s - s , and #A fc(r) = s{p- 1). 
(19) 
Hence 
E # ^ , * W < (* - ra)*(p - 1) < {k - l)s{p - 1) • 
n-l<r<k-2 
Substituting (18) and (20) into (15), we obtain that 
\S(a)\ <sp + s(k - l)(p - l)s{2q1/2 + 1) < ps2k(2q1/2 + 1). 
(20) 
D 
Let VoiVn-'iVd b e elements in Fq with (ry15..., r]d) ^ 0, and define a 
hyperplane E in Fq by 
£ = {(£,...,£.) €*J | „iei + ... + n/d = n0}. 
Put 
£(m,n,«0) = #{ne[0 ,p
T O ) | Vi%^+ ••• + Vd%Td
 = ,h} • (21) 
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LEMMA 2.10. For 1 < m < k, d>2 and every sequence (x n ) n > 0 defined by 
the explicit digital inversive method, any hyperplane E in F^ contains at most 
2d2pm points (x n , . . . , xn+d_1) with 0 < n < p
m — 1 < q: 
B(m, 77,7l0) < 2d
2pm. 
P r o o f . Let r1 = [log d\ + 1 and dx = p
ri — d — 1. If rx > m, then 
-5(m, 77,770) <p
m < p2m~l < p2ri~l < d2p < 2d2pm . 
This is the assertion of the lemma. 
Now let r-_ < m — 1. 
Using (11), (14), Lemma 2.8 and (21), we get, that 
B(m,r]:r]0) < 
<#^m(m) + #Ad^(m-l)x 
m - 2 r 
x £ £ #{n = n1+vr+1p
r+l + --- + vm_1p
m-M 
r = r i - l niGAd,m(r) ^ 
v r + i , - . . ,v m _i e Z p , ^ i 7 ^ + - - - + ^ V r 7 = % } -
From (4), (5) and (11) we deduce, that 
-5(m,r/,770) < 
< * + E E # { K + l , - - - ^ m - l ) ^ p
m - r - 1 | 
r i - l < r < 7 n - 2 niGAd,m(r) 
E ^ 7 n 1 + i + Vr+l/?r+2 + * * ' + %n-l^m = %} • 
l < i < d J 
Hence 
-5(m,77,770) < 
<*+ E E (#{7€FJ £ ^7„1+i + 7 = %}) 
n - l < r < m - 2 me_4d,m(r)
 1-^ t-^d 
< d P + E E ( d + # { 7 e F j 7n1+,- + 7 ^ 0 , i = l , . . . , d , 
r i - l < r < m - 2 n i 6 A d , m ( r ) 
£ J?i(7„1+i + 7 ) "
1 = r / 0 } ) . 
Applying (20), we obtain that 
B(m,r,,r,0)<dp + (m-l)d(p-l) max ( d + # { 7 e F | P( 7 ) = 0}) , 
r6[r i —l,m —2] \ H / 
n iGA d , m ( r ) 
(22) 
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where the polynomial P over Fq is given by 
d d 
^(7)=%n^»i+«+7)-E^ n (7„1+i+7)-
«=i »=i i<i<<* 
If P were the zero polynomial, then, by looking at the coefficient of 7**, one 
would obtain rj0 = 0. Furthermore, for 1 < i < d, it follows that 
0 = P(-7n1+i) = -Vi I I (7»1+i - 7„1+i) • 
Ki<d 
Hence r/t- = 0, a contradiction to (rjx,..., rjd) 56 0. Thus deg P G [1, d\. 
Now from (22) we have 
-5(m, TJ, 770) < dp + 2d(m - l)d(p - 1) < 2md
2 p. 
D 
LEMMA 2.11 . Let N,m > 1, 6 > 2 6e integers, N G [l,&m], ( / n ) n > 0
 6 e 
sequence of reals. Then 
E V j l < min(6, 1 logt+I) £ max I ' £ > ( / , . + { £ V ™ - > ) ) I. 
n=0 ' r= i /i1,...,/ir€C;(6) I n = o \ >=1
 7 | 
(23) 
P r o o f . Let u = u(N) = iV/6m = £ uAT* with u , G { 0 , . . . , 6 - 1} 
i<?<™ 
(1 < 3 < m - 1 ) , um G { 0 , . . . , 6 } ; wn = £ ID -6"> = n/6™ = 
l < j < m ' 
]C a m- , - (
n)&~ J ( s e e (4)); c(u,x) is the characteristic function of the inter-
l < j < m 
val [0,i/). In accord with [Ni2; p. 38] 
m 1 /l r 1 r _ 1 \ t*r—1 1 
«(.<">...)-££ E <!EV"..,-sE<W)E«(^)-
r = l fci,.,/ir€C(6)\% = l
 U j = i / v=0 
It is easy to see that 
1L>(/»)=5>(/»K£.&) 
n=0 n=0 
& m -1 / - r x / r - 1 
th E </»+ІÉV-,W)«(4EV,)E«(4 
r = l hi,...,/ir n=0
 ч j=l / \ j = i /г;Є[0,u г )
4 
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Put 
зд*)-«Li£*л)._M4í) 
4 3 = 1 ' vЄ[0,wr) 
Then 
lv-i JV-l m 1 b
m-l / 1 r v 
E e(/J < E F E £e(/»nLVm-j(»))-;('-.-v) 
n = 0 r = l / n , . . . , / i r G C ( b ) " = 0
 V j = l 7 
(24) 
Clearly 
|Tr(/i,1V)| < min(u r , l/sin(7r|/i r | /6)) < ft. 
Applying (6) and Lemma 2.2 we get, that 
\ Y, \Tr{h,N)\<mm(b,l\ogb+l). 
hrec(b) 
Now from (24) we obtain the assertion of the lemma. • 
LEMMA 2.12. Let k,N > 1 be integers, N<jik = q,l<s<q, a € F*, 
(frij)i<i<.,i<j<k)=H*0. Then 
E e ( i T r ( « E E ^ ^ T 7 % ) ) --^-(P. ^ogp+l)ps^(2p^ + l). 
n=0 ^^ ^ i = l j=l ' 
(25) 
k 
P r o o f . Put a J2 ^ijuj = ot{J i = l,...,s. Since (u1,...,uJk) is the basis 
J'=I 
of Fq over F p , a 7- 0 and H 7- 0, it follows that ( a , , . . . , a j ^ ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) . 
From (4), (5), and (17) we have, that 
ak_j(n) = T r ( ( 7 n - 7 o K - ; + i ) » J = 1 , . . . , /J , n = 0 , 1 , . . . , / - 1. 
Applying Lemma 2.11, we obtain that the left side of (25) is less than 
minO, f l o g - > + ! ) £ max * £ \ { ± T r ( E a , 7 ^ 7 + ( 7 , . - 7 o ) I > , ^ _ . + 1 ) ) • 
r = 1 / i i , . . . J * r n = 0
 V H V7 = l 7^1 " / y 
GC'(p) 
Now from Lemma 2.9 we obtain the assertion of t;he lemma. D 
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3. Discrepancy bounds 
3.1. Upper bounds . 
THEOREM 1. Let {xn)n>0 be a sequence of the explicit digital inversive pseu­
dorandom numbers (5). Then 
5 = 1 , 2 , 
(26) 
D ( ( X n ' * * * > ^ n + 3 - l ) n = 0 ) 
< i- + P s*(2 P -^ + P -
k )k(ik\o g P + \ k - ^iy, 
•o \(Xn> •• • >Xn+s-l>n=0 ) 
<^+p2s2N-U2 p
fc/- + l)fc-(2fel o g p + 7 f c _ f c ^ i y iV = l,...,/. 
-p* v ^ ' VTT 6 ť 5 p / ' •%-,) 
P r o o f . Substituting 6 = p , m a = k, and iun • = Tr((a .7 n + i + /3)CJ) in 
Lemma 2.4, we obtain the assertion (27) from Lemma 2.12. Similarly, applying 
Lemma 2.9 instead Lemma 2.12 we get (26). D 
3.2. Lower bounds . 
LEMMA 3 .1. Let ( w n ) n > 0 be a sequence defined in (7). Then 
E K i ^ S ) ) <*ND*((™n)0<n<N)- (28) 
0<n<iV 
P r o o f . We apply [Ni3; Lemma 3] with M = p, d = s, yn = ( i u n l , . . . 
. . . ,u j n
5 )
1 ) , and h = ( 1 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . This yields that the left side of (28) is less 
than ANE^ where is a discrete star discrepancy of the points p _ 1 y n G [0, l )
5 , 
0 < n < N — 1. Now, repeating the final proof of [EiNi; Lemma 2.3], we obtain 
the desired result. D 
THEOREM 2. Let {xn)n>0 be a sequence of the explicit digital inversive pseudo­
random numbers (5), 1 < N < q. Then there exist values of a G F* such that 
»'«v., t,jS)>^^. 
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P r o o f . Using (5) and Lemma 2.5, we have that 
E I > n , i ) 2 = E Ee(FT r(«(^-7^H))-iv2 
a£F* n=0 n ,m=0 aЄF, 
ӮV-1 
E ^(7;-7^)-ІV2 
n , m = 0 
IV-1 
= E 9á(%;-7^)-!V2 = íiV-7V
2. 
n=m=0 
This shows that there exist values a G F* with 
Л Г - 1 
E e(xnд) 
n = 0 
> ІҖq-N) 
9 - 1 
Finally, an application of Lemma 3.1 yields the desired result. D 
3.3. The choice of parameters. 
For r, = (r,v...,r]d) ï 0, £n = (ÇnA, • • •, tn4) G Fg
d (i = l , . . . ,d , n = 
0 , 1 , . . . ) define 
B(m) = max B(m, 77, r / ) , (29) 
rì'ЄFq 
where 
% , p ' ) = # { 0 < r > < p m | VL = D I ­
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1<T <pm <q, r] £ F^, rj^O. Then 
T-1 
E Ex(Ф-ü)e(f) 
Q G F ; n=o 
< TqB(m). (30) 
P r o o f . Changing the order of the summation and bearing in mind 
Lemma 2.5, we obtain that the left side of (30) is less than 
E E X(a(v •*„,->.• U ) e ( ^ ^ ) = E QS(v - ^ - V U 
щ,П2=0 a Є F Щ , П 2 = 0 
T-l 
<q X̂  Б ( m ^ ^ ' C 2 ) ' 
rc2 = 0 
D 
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In the following we use the abbreviation (see (7) and Corollary 2.1): 
£ i l ( T ) = /3T i m(w>)) with wn(a) = (wW(a),...,wn°\a)), 
k 
«#)(<*) = Y, wnjP~J a n d « $ = ^ « , ^ ) , (31) 
l < i < 5 , l < j < f c , n = 0 , l , . . . . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 1 < T < pm < q. Then 
i^Y b±(T)<[^^LKl'2 
P r o o f . Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we find from Corollary 2.1, 
(8) and (31) that 
_____ y £)(*) (?) 
<T E £ %?(5^r E fEx("_: EMn,^>(¥)|2)1/2-
/ /GC(p ) 5 X m h 6 C ( T ) V oteF; n=0 i=lj = 1 ' J 
k 
Put ]T /i.-cj. = ^ , i -= 1, . . . , 5. Since (c^ , . . . , u^) is the basis of F over F , 
.7 = 1 
and H --- 0, it follows that (77̂  . . . ,r/s) --- 0. From Lemma 3.2 and (29) we have 
V* ' aGFq* _iGC(p)
s X m h<EC(T) V ' y V H ' 
Now from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 we deduce the desired result. D 
LEMMA 3.4. With the notation defined above we have: 
(«-1)_fe;i<t<* " V + 3)log3l2(m + 3) 
x ( l m logp + I m - - - ^ - i ) " ' ( | m logp + | ) " ' < 2. 
P r o o f . Bearing in mind that 
0 0 
^ ( j + 3)log3l2(j + 3 ) < y xlog3l2x 
dx _ . _ 1 / 2 100 
= -21og~1 /zx < 2 , 
з 3 
we get the desired result from Lemma 3.3. • 
Now wre obtain the following discrepancy estimate for the distribution of the 
sequence w n (a) € [0, l )
5 , n = 0 , 1 , . . . (31): 
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THEOREM 3 . Let 0 < e < 1. Then there exist more than (1 — e)(q — 1) values 
of a G F* such that 
» - ( ( w » ) S ) < ^ + I \ / f f i ( 2 m l 0 g p + | m - ^ ) ' X 
x ( J m l o g p + | ) ( m + 3)log3/2(m + 3), ( 3 2 ) 
i V = l , 2 , . . . , / , 
with m = [log JV]. inhere [x] = [#] for integer x; otherwise \x] = [x + 1]. 
P r o o f . It follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exist more (1 — e)(q — 1) 
values of a G F* with 
£ gWfr-.) vW2g___)___ / 2 m l 7 _ ______) ~'x 
!_r<* ' ;(m + 3)log3/2(m + 3)U 5 p j 
xgmlogp+IJ-^f. 
Hence there exist more than (1 — e) (q — 1) values of a G -F1* such that 
»£.v) < i ^ ( f m . o g P + zm- ̂ )-(fm.ogP+ z)x 
x (m + 3) log3 / 2(m + 3) , m = 1 , . . . , k . 
For JV = 1 the inequality (32) is trivial. Now let N G (pm~~l,pm] for any 
m G [1,&]. Applying Corollary 2.1 with T = pm and 6 = p we obtain the 
assertion of Theorem 3. D 
Let w n ( a ) = x n ( a ) = (*„ , . . . , s n + J _ _ ) 6 [0,1)
5 , where (* n ) n > 0 is the 
sequence of explicit digital inversive pseudorandom numbers (see (5) and (31)). 
Using (21), (29) and Lemma 2.10 we have that B(m) < 2s2pm, m = 1,2, . . . . 
This yields: 
COROLLARY 3 . 1 . For any parameters /?,70 G F and any dimension s > 1 
there exist parameters a G F* such that 
D*((xn(a))^) = 0(N~
1'2\og'+2-5 N\og3'2\ogN) , N = 1 ,2, . . . ,pk . 
Let wn(a) = yn(a) = ( y n . . . . , y B + , _ 1 ) G [ 0 , l )
s , where (yjn>? ( l ) - ( 3 ) 
is the sequence of digital inversive pseudorandom numbers with period length 
equal to q ([EiNi]). According to [Em; Lemma 4], B(m) < 2s. This yields: 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any parameters /3yKQ G F and any dimension s > 1 
there exist parameters a G F* such that 
Dt((yn(a))^) = 0(N-
1'2loga+2N\og3'2\ogN), N = 1,2, . . . ,pk . 
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